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“The world is facing the worst economic fallout since the great depression”
- Kristalina Georgieva, IMF Chief
200+ countries,
The Covid-19 pandemic
and the subsequent
lockdown has dealt a
severe blow to an
already-stressed global
economy
The suddenness,
spread, and severity of
the pandemic across the
globe has pushed
countries and
institutions into
uncharted territories

areas or territories
with Covid-19 cases

3 b people
under lockdown or
1/3rd of the world’s
population

2-3%
contraction of

Global
unemployment

global GDP

levels at an all
time high

170 countries

~2500+

Significant

to experience negative
per capita income
growth in 2020-21

government
pronouncements to
manage the crisis

decline predicted
for global trade in
2020-21

Simultaneous

double digit dip
in global supply and
demand

# Estimates based on multiple sources: Bloomberg, UNCTAD, WEF, WTO & ILO.
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Covid-19 will have significant implications for an already stressed Indian
economy
Path to recovery

India’s response – economic recovery to
commence with graded relaxation of
lockdown from May 4th

Macroeconomic impact

Most likely scenario
“See-Saw” recovery

Significant dip in GDP
growth while India
continues to be among
the fastest growing
economies globally

100

Economic stimulus of
INR 1.7 trillion
Food security measures
for poor

Adverse impact on fiscal
deficit due to dual impact of
fiscal stimulus and lower
revenue collections

Direct cash transfers

95.2

90.5

71.4

GDP

Stringent national lockdown
Stringency Index (100=strictest)

66.7
CRR cut to release INR
~1.4 trillion liquidity

National
lockdown

Repo rate reduced to
historical low of 4.4%

Monetary

Fiscal

~$ 2.9 trillion
Indian
economy
Industry
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►

Deeper and pervasive
recession, followed by a
slower recovery and
likely deflation

►

Higher public deficit
levels due to stimulus
programs

►

Protracted weak
demand and global
value chain disruptions

►

Higher capital outflows
and currency
depreciation

Healthcare

Govt. to bear employee
provident fund
contributions

Substantial erosion of
investor wealth due to
flight of foreign capital

Moratorium on loan
payments

time

INR 150 billion allocated to
augment healthcare
Government-sponsored
insurance cover for all
healthcare workers

Extension of dates for
filing financial results
Accelerated payment of
government dues to small
/ medium industries

600+ dedicated hospitals,
100K+ isolation beds

Building a resilient enterprise– Now, Next and Beyond

# Multiple sources: Oxford, Bloomberg, Reuters & RBI.

Workforce
Operations
Supply
chain
Revenues
Overall
assessment

Source: Avasant LLC, EY analysis
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Minor

Moderate
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Significant

Major

Severe

Travel &
Transportation

Non-profits

Education

Mobility

Advanced
Manufacturing

Retail

Public Sector

Media &
Entertainment

High Tech & Telecommunications

Healthcare & Life
Sciences

Categories
affected by
COVID-19

Energy & Resources

M&E faces a
unique
challenge increased
demand, but
lower ad
revenues and
difficulty to
create content

Banking, Financial
Services & Insurance

Sectoral impact of the crisis shall vary across industries
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Prolonged “ see- saw “ shaped recovery shall lead to a “New Normal” across
sectors
“New Normal” shall emerge across the economy……

Industries
Industries will experience a stepchange in digitalization,
flexibilization and resilience
considerations

…..having a cross-sectoral impact
Virtualization of
customer interactions

Consumers see the benefit of virtual and online service offerings and are
likely want to keep it after the pandemic.

Reputation and trust

Companies have an increased focus on their reputation and are offering
services for free, support their neighborhood or repurpose their production
capacities for required goods.

Sharing resources

Companies are adapting their supply chain and ecosystem to the new
challenges, creating new collaborations, alliances and asset-sharing
business models that are blurring the boundaries of established industries.

Fluid workforce

The changes to working styles can lead to the transformation of established
working models in the long term.

Supply chain
repurposing/adjusting

Companies reassess their supply chain strategies and identify measures to
strengthen local/regional supply chains and to reduce assets.

Infrastructure will
become a bottleneck

Logistics are a likely bottleneck impacting global supply chains.

Digitalization is picking
up speed

The pandemic shows the weaknesses of today’s systems, particularly with
regard to flexibility, visibility, paperless processes and forecasting
capabilities.

Regulators will continue
to becoming more
flexible

Regulators became more flexible, adjusting regulation to face new
challenges.

Markets
Market roles shall increasingly be
based on trust and shared risk

Societies
Employee and consumer behavior
will change irrevocably

Source: EY Knowledge
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Each sector will need to adapt their response

GDP

Optimistic
scenario:
“V-shaped”

Economic Scenarios

Low Severity, Short Term
Implications
Digital media, online gaming, content
production

Scenario 1

Medium Severity, Medium Term to
Long Term Implications
TV, radio, print, OOH

High Severity, Long Term
Implications
Events, theatrical exhibition

Tactical Play, Ensure Minimal
Supply Disruptions

Survive Slow-down and prepare for
“New Normal”

Generate Liquidity through Massive
Sell-offs and Cost Reductions

Focus on Growth Agenda and Gain
in Market Share

Defend Market Share, Find New
Streams of Growth, Adapt
Operating Model to New Normal

Plan Diversification, Innovative
Operating Models

Invest Heavily in Growth Agenda,
Align Cost Structures to New
Normal

Defend against Competition &
Create Innovative Positions, , Reinvent Operating Model

Plan Exit Strategies

GDP

Most likely
scenario
“See Saw”

time

Scenario 2
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GDP

Pessimistic
scenario
“L-shaped”

time

Scenario 3

time
Building a resilient enterprise– Now, Next and Beyond
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M&E overview
The Media & Entertainment sector is facing unprecedented challenges from the spread of COVID-19. Rapid changes in consumer behavior and consumption, stoppages in content
production, cancellation of live events and sports, and cuts in advertising spend, are impacting companies across the ecosystem. Media agencies, many of which were grappling with
operational volatility, are struggling to maintain media spend as marketers manage risks and reduce spend rapidly. Publishers and media companies are benefitting from some
marketers seeing the opportunity but face advertising revenue losses. Film and TV producers are under pressure to mitigate impact from delayed release schedules, theatre closures,
and production stoppages.
Companies are currently focused on enterprise resiliency and triaging revenue, but will likely need to turn to rapid cost reduction as business models settle into new norms as business
models are not on solid foundation. Bright spots across the industry include digital pure-plays (such as,video gaming) and other virtualized production capabilities.
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Client conversations within the sector
Recent developments/What
are new
we hearing
from clients?*
Drivers
of change creating
ecosystems

“
“

High priority: ensuring that program /
brand loyalty is not lost due to
experimentation and loss of connect
during the lockdown

Need for digital revenue streams to kick
in has never been higher

“

WFH is possible for certain
departments; HR policies
require re-alignment

“

Need a robust subscription
model – cannot always count
on advertising

“
“

Focus is on cash collection

The only discussion these
days is on cost cutting and
saving; restructuring
employee compensation

Questions EY can help answer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How do you get people back into office once the lockdown ends? Which functions can continue to work from home?
How do you secure your content supply chain today and design for the future? How to buy content online?
How do you pivot to increased digital content consumption? (Radio, Print, TV)
How do you enable a shared services program along with compete? (Print; news)
How do you manage the risks of social distancing in the long run for events, theatres, etc?
How do you decrease reliance on ad revenues?
How do you manage a remote workforce and ensure data security?
What are the legal and insurance implications that haven’t been on your radar?
How do you leverage local stimulus programs, get fiscal incentives from government, and unlock stuck tax refunds?

*Source: EY Knowledge client feedback survey.
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“
“

Anticipate deeper disruptions
if the lockdown extends; we
are a business where most
costs are fixed

How will we get back to
content production, when safe
distancing will be a worry for
some time to come?

“

Struggling with OTT
platform volumes; Potential
spike in cybersecurity issues

“

We can help in skilling
MSME and workforce using
video platforms during the
lockdown, and beyond

Impact and outlook for the M&E sector (CY2020)

Global impact on the sector
•

Lowered outlook for 2020

•

Continuing core operations

•

Reviewing investments and divestures

•

Ramping up capacity to address the challenge

Outlook for the sector in India
Ad

Impact in India

Next

After

April 30

May 31

Jun 30

Traditional

-9%

-18%

-26%

Digital

15-20%

5-15%

0-5%

Events

-20%

-35%

-50%

Total

-5%

-13%

-22%

Now

Next

After

April 30

May 31

Jun 30

Print

-10%

-20%

-30%

TV

0%

0%

-5-10%

Film

-10%

-20%

-30%

Sub

•

Growth in OTT consumption (incl. social media) and
online gaming

•

Lowered advertising outlook for 2020

•

Stoppage of content production, sports and events

•

Subscription strain on print, theatre

•

Loss of jobs
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A SWOT analysis for the M&E sector in India
STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

►

M&E is categorized as “essential services” and permitted
to continue operation (except theatres and events)

►

Inability to produce content (physical presence critical)

►

Need for escapism, news and knowledge increases in
times of trouble – demand for content expected to remain
high

►

High dependence on advertising for revenues

►

Inability to connect with and sell to large number of advertisers
and SMEs (traditional media)

OPPORTUNITIES
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THREATS

►

Consolidation – Financially stronger brands consolidating
weaker brands

►

Stressed balance sheets for smaller players, increasing credit
days due to liquidity squeeze

►

Sharing resources between competitors (co-ompetition)

►

Supply chain disruptions – Print distribution

►

Back-office to the world

►

►

Re-invention of sales through platforms to reach SMEs

Continuity risk - one positive case in a studio can derail content
production

►

Direct to consumer and digital community creation

►

Increased piracy of content

►

UGC and Create-from-Home services

►

►

WFH and manpower optimization

Ad revenue from sectors like travel, hospitality, services will
contract in the medium / long term

Better monetization of library content

►

►

Reduced willingness to spend more on subscription products
can impact price increases

Building a resilient enterprise– Now, Next and Beyond

M&E segment specific Covid impact assessment
Factors

Advertising
revenue

Subscription
revenue

Supply
chain continuity

Long-term
demand

Job security

Cash flow/
liquidity

Brand / program
Regulatory
loyalty
pronouncement

Digital

TV

Print

Radio

N/A

Events

OOH

N/A

N/A

Film

N/A

Online gaming
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Low impact

Moderate impact High impact
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Overall assessment for
the segment
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Now, Next, Beyond for M&E - key issues
NOW

Stakeholders

Core
themes

Continue
Immediate
imperatives
► Secure
financial stability
► Continue
operations
► Protect
employees

NEXT
Adapt operations
Content
► Re-start content production
(shoot from home, game
hours, etc)
► Re-purpose own library and
acquire new library for use
(based on what is working
Mythology, comedy, films)
Distribution
► Fix supply chain (print, film)
Liquidity
► Reduce cost short-term
► Augment cash flows
► Get fiscal/ non fiscal
concessions from
Government through
various industry forums
(including production
incentives)

BEYOND
Reframe

Increase resilience
Revenues
► Maximize D2C data and reach - communities, platforms,
partnerships – to provide advertisers with segmented,
addressable audiences
► Enable subscription business to reduce ad dependence
► Transform ad sales to marketing consultancy for brands
and provide 360 degree media campaigns
► Innovate to serve the digital state (G2C) and remain
relevant to government communication objectives
Operations
► Enhance digitization and automation within operations
► Strengthen cyber security
► Increase workforce flexibility: determine permanent WFH
functions / processes /departments
► Achieve lower and more agile cost base; re-skill or acquire
talent with digital and content capabilities
► Re-align business continuity to new realities
► Review of the insurance policies / commercial contracts to
cover for such Covid-type contingencies

Strategy refresh
► Define multi-media strategy
across audio, text, video and
experiential
► Identify digital alternatives /
windows to traditional media
► Invest in adjacencies eg,
online gaming, skilling, etc to
increase reach
Realign portfolio
► Focus on owned IP and
audience reach
► Grow subscription model
Operations
► Fully digital enterprise across
content, ad sales and
subscription

Employees – Keep employees informed, motivated, committed and trained
Customers – Focus on brand perception and provide two-way communication loop
Capital providers – Proactive and transparent communications
Government – Monitor regulatory changes and adapt accordingly
Business Partners (including Competitors and Suppliers) – Understand full ecosystem impacts and recovery options
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Now, Next, Beyond for M&E - key actions
Actions

Enterprise focus
areas

M&E point of view

Ad revenue

•

Revenue and sales leaders will have to identify
plans to mitigate risks from potential cuts in ad
spend and changing consumption patterns

Now

•
•

Create revenue scenarios to understand
impact to financial outcomes
Ensure billing and collection operations
continue despite shift to digital workforce

Next

•
•
•
•

Content and supply
chain

Audience and reach

Talent and workforce

•

•

•

The content supply chain will be disrupted, as
production ceases and large events are cancelled

•
•

Brand loyalty could reduce as fresh content dries
up and consumers start spending more time on
other platforms

•

Traditionally in-person working arrangements are
rapidly transitioning to digitally enabled remote
environments.

•

•

•
Technology

•
•

Light-touch methods needed to work with
customers, suppliers and employees
Global reach through technology solutions

•
•

Incentivise ad continuity
Conduct research for key ad segments to
provide customized packages
Provide ad packages calibrated to the
gradual geographical lift of the lockdown
Reorient ad products and capabilities to
build targeted offerings for marketers

•

Build in interactive and other products to
provide advertisers with end consumer data
and partner with them to enable
transactions and trial

Build a secure back-to-shoot program to
enable resumption of content production

•

Refresh global content library with
international releases
Develop data-enhanced digital supply chain
to speed strategic content purchase and
launch decisions

Re-purpose library
Acquire library content to retain loyal
customers

•

Enable shoot-from-home / UGC / PUGC
solutions to generate fresh content
Enable gaming hours using third party
platforms to engage directly with consumer

•

Continue to invest in OTT platforms to take
advantage of changing media consumption
patterns

Deploy employee communications and
training programs to support employees in
transitioning to remote working
environments
Assess organizational impacts from WFH
Models

•

Redesign sales and support models to
ensure the organization is right-sized to
meet customer demand
Ensure appropriate design of incentives and
culture to maintain talent and skills
Build a process to manage work-from-office

•

Consider real estate cost reduction
strategies, with a focus on utilizing purposebuilt spaces

Leverage collaboration software to maintain
productivity
Prepare network infrastructure for
increased loads

•

Accelerate long-term digital transformation
efforts
Integrate ad-ops systems and processes to
enable remote execution

•

Platform-ize and enable “self-service”
models for ad sales, content procurement,
content syndication, subscription
management, employee self-care, etc

•

•
•

•

Now (immediate three months): Responding to the crisis as clients focus on business continuity and crisis planning
Next (three to six months): Managing a restricted business, leading through ongoing business disruption
Beyond (six months and more): Bouncing back from the challenges, building a resilient enterprise, reframe the future, transform to succeed
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Now, Next, Beyond for M&E - key actions (contd)
Actions

Enterprise focus
areas

M&E point of view

Cybersecurity

•
•

Improve flexible and remote working
capabilities
Ensure information security

Now

•
•

Manage disruption and infrastructure
limitations
Security of mobile working

Next

•
•

Regulatory
compliance and
controls

•

Insurance and
contractual
compliance

•

Government &
public policy

•

Financial and
investor

•

M&E has been classified as an essential
service, permitted to operate during the
lockdown, but with several rules and
guidelines issued by regulators

•

Cancelled events and venue closures may
require filing insurance claims or renegotiating contracts

•

Governments launching stimulus packages

Impacts from cuts in ad spend, cancelled
events, and delayed content production will
Refer Appendix 3 – Format to be used
to prioritise
actions
for Now, Next and Beyond
impact
financial
results

•

Identify departments, teams and
processes which can WFH permanently,
if required
Improve security, performance and
capabilities for continued mobile
working

Beyond

•

Implement advanced data analytics and
AI to ensure high levels of security

Identify all applicable rules relating to
operations, social distancing, reporting,
etc
Redefine work-from-office guidelines to
comply with the requirements
Understand insurance coverage and
prepare to file claims, if applicable
Understand contractual impact on
revenues, reach and costs; determine
strategies to re-negotiate contracts

•

Update insurance coverage and
contract clauses to provide cover for
similar events in the future

•

Monitor and apply for local stimulus
packages

•
•

Leverage stimulus packages
Tax alleviation

•
•

Manage “back to normal”
Prepare to repay public support, if
applicable

•

Refresh forecasts and long-term plans
to account for revenue and cost
impacts
Engage with auditors to determine
impact on going concern, receivables,
etc (Refer Appendix 1)

•

Consider rapid cost optimization or
operating model design efforts to
enhance margins
Consider fast action on investment and
M&A Opportunities

•

Continue focus on long-term
transformation efforts

•

•

•

Now (immediate three months): Responding to the crisis as clients focus on business continuity and crisis planning
Next (three to six months): Managing a restricted business, leading through ongoing business disruption
Beyond
(six months and more): Bouncing back from the challenges, building a resilient enterprise, reframe the
future, transform
to enterprise–
succeed
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Appendix 1: Key accounting issues M&E companies would need to address

Going concern
• Increased judgement
for going concern
assessment, specially
for high cash burn
companies, high
leverage, significant
loss of revenue /
market
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Goodwill, intangible
assets, investments in
subsidiaries and others
• Impairment
assessment
consequent to drop in
cashflows and possible
loss of market /
customers

Estimate of credit loss
(provision for doubtful
debts)
• Given the significant
drop in cashflows of
customers

Building a resilient enterprise– Now, Next and Beyond

Recoverability of
advances given

Treatment of rent
concessions

• For content production
due to production
suspension

• Resulting from rebates
from lessors

Appendix 2: Covid-19 impact on M&E value chain such as, customers , vendors
and business partners
Sectoral Impact of COVID 19 on the Value chain

Customer
segments

Advertisers &
Ad agencies

Business
Partners i.e.
Alliances /
JVs
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Gamers
Content subscribers

s

Content producers
Suppliers/
vendors

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Response

Post production, VFX

Newsprint & other vendors

Theaters

Short video creators
Content library
owners

MSO, DTH, LCO

Measurement

Advertisers
►

Engage with marketers to understand changes
to media strategy, content, ad placement

►

Leverage consumer insights and brand
sentiment analyses to better engage marketers
and provide targeted packages and offerings

►

Introduce ad spend continuity initiatives

Content producers
►

Re-schedule production schedules to get backto-shoot, with adequate precautions to ensure
safety of production crews

►

Repurpose library / acquire library content to
serve loyal consumers with fresh content

►

Identify shoot-from-home options and ideas to
continue creation of fresh content eg, games

Content distributers / partners

Event venues

►

Team owners

Building a resilient enterprise– Now, Next and Beyond

Leverage available digital platforms and OTT
solutions, as applicable, to engage consumers
and potentially serve as alternative channels
for planned launches

Appendix 3: Let us navigate through this crisis
Illustrative C–Suite sectoral response worksheet
Enterprise
focus areas

Priorities across Now and Next Horizon
Enterprise
Owner
Supply Chain
Cost cutting
Sales continuity
Continuity

Ad &
subscription
revenue

CEO
COO
CMO

Audience
& reach

COO
CMO
Sub

Talent &
workforce

CHRO

Platformization
& self-service

CFO

Technology &
cyber
security

CIO
CTO

Insurance &
contract
compliance

CRO
CFO

Regulatory

CRO
CHRO
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Digital Customer
access (D2C)

CEO
COO
Ad

Content

Financial &
investor

Priorities across Beyond Horizon

Building a resilient enterprise– Now, Next and Beyond

Workforce
flexibility

Cost Structure
flexibility

Digitalization &
Automation

Re-engineering of
Supply
Chain
Supply
Chain
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